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. . . that our mission does not end with the vital work of creating new 
knowledge and new technologies. We also must share our discoveries and 
facilitate their timely translation into marketable products and services that 
benefit our sponsoring society. 

The Inventor’s Guide to Technology Transfer outlines how you can trans-
form existing research and expertise into patented technology and, ulti-
mately, into commercial products that create fuller employment, capital 
formation, growing profits and surpluses for reinvestment. This process of 
technology transfer process benefits not only regional economic vitality; it 
improves the quality of life, increases The University of Akron’s renown, 
attracts new research partners, creates new streams of research funding and 
enhances the success of our faculty, students and partners.

Our draft strategic plan suggests many objectives that cannot be achieved without understanding the 
commercialization process and the important ways that we can move technologies beyond University 
borders for the benefit of the region and, perhaps, the world.

To attain $200 million in annual sponsored research activities, we require new sources of fund-•	
ing, including federal grants and industry sponsorship, that hinge upon the applied potential of 
our work.
To achieve world-class recognition in distinctive technologies in fields such as advanced energy •	
technologies, bio-innovation, advanced materials, health care, and other areas of strategic concern 
for the region and state, we must have an impact beyond publications and invited presentations.
To optimize our effectiveness as a regional economic driver for Northeast Ohio, we need to un-•	
leash the full potential of our research and link with other area colleges and universities, entrepre-
neurs, growing industrial sectors and regional and international centers of excellence.

I encourage you to use this document and the expertise of the University of Akron Research Founda-
tion to find applications of your research that solve real-world problems, to protect  discoveries for 
your benefit and that of the University, and to share your accomplishments as widely as possible. 

With every good wish for your continued success,

Sincerely,

 

Luis Proenza
President
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For more than a century, institutional research success has been mea-
sured in the traditional terms of funding and research expenditures; 
however, these metrics evaluate only a small portion of The University 
of Akron’s research equation. In seeking additional outside support 
for our research projects, we demonstrate a commitment to discovery, 
knowledge and progress—but for every investment society makes in 
our work, a corresponding economic return often results.

Technology transfer gives us an opportunity to actively connect UA 
resources with industry to transform research into products by licens-
ing patents to existing companies or developing and marketing prod-
ucts through a startup company. By moving scientific discoveries beyond our campus walls 
we benefit society as a whole. We also protect UA investments in scientific research, share 
discoveries with the broader community and convert concepts and prototypes into tangible 
products. Technology transfer requires connections with industry and other universities—the 
cultivation of which creates new prospects for funding sources and collaborators, enhances 
opportunities for students, and increases the recognition of our institution’s achievements 
with prospective students, alumni and the community.

At The University of Akron, we possess two great resources: the Office of Technology 
Transfer, which ranks first in the world in patents per research dollar and seventh in the U.S. 
in licensing revenue among universities without a medical school, and the University of 
Akron Research Foundation (UARF), which connects the region with multi-national 
corporations through partnerships, presents forums with Fortune 500 companies and offers 
assistance to more than 100 entrepreneurial companies per year. 

I urge you to use our resources to your benefit—the technology transfer process at The 
University of Akron is an opportunity to transform your research for broader use, attain 
success under new metrics and discover novel ways to reach your goals. 

Sincerely,

George R. Newkome, Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School 

Technology Transfer
The transformative power of



What is technology transfer?

Technology transfer is the movement of 
knowledge and discoveries to the general 
public.  It can occur through publications, 
educated students entering the workforce, 
exchanges at conferences and relationships 
with industry.  For the purposes of this 
guide, however, technology transfer refers to 
the formal licensing of technology to third 
parties, under the guidance of professionals 
employed by universities, research founda-
tions and businesses, in departments focused 
on these activities.

What is UA’s Offi  ce of Technology Transfer 
(OTT)?

Th e OTT is a department composed of 
specialists in licensing, business development 
and legal matters, all of whom are widely ex-
perienced in transferring technologies across 
a broad array of fi elds, including science, 

engineering and information technology.  
We are responsible for managing inventions 
from UA faculty, staff  and students.

Why would a researcher want to partici-
pate in the technology transfer process?

Th e reasons are unique to each researcher 
and may include:

Making a positive impact on society• 
Feeling a sense of personal fulfi llment• 
Achieving recognition and fi nancial • 
reward
Generating additional department/center • 
funding
Meeting the obligations of a research • 
contract
Attracting research sponsors• 
Creating educational opportunities for • 
students
Linking students to future job opportu-• 
nities
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What is the Bayh-Dole Act?

Th e U.S. Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 allows 
universities and other non-profi t institutions 
to have ownership rights to discoveries 
resulting from federally funded research, 
provided certain obligations are met.  Th ese 
obligations include making eff orts to protect 
(when appropriate) and commercialize the 
discoveries, submitting progress reports to 
the funding agency, giving preference to 
small businesses that demonstrate suffi  cient 
capability and sharing any resulting 
revenues with the inventors.  Th e Bayh-
Dole Act is credited with stimulating 
interest in technology transfer activities and 
generating increased research, technology 
commercialization, education opportunities 
and economic development.
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How is technology transferred?

Technology is typically transferred through 
an agreement in which UA grants to a 
third party a license to use UA’s intellectual 
property rights in the defi ned technology, 
sometimes for a particular fi eld of use and/
or region of the world.  Such a grant may be 
exclusive or non-exclusive.  Th e licensee (the 
third party licensing the technology) may be 
an established company or a new business 
start-up.  Licenses include terms that require 
the licensee to meet certain performance re-
quirements and to make fi nancial payments 
to UA.  Th ese payments are shared with the 
inventors and also distributed to departments 
and research centers to provide support for 
further research, education and participation 
in the technology transfer process.  



How do I work with the Offi  ce of 
Technology Transfer (OTT)?

We encourage you to contact the OTT dur-
ing your discovery process to ensure you are 
aware of the options that will best leverage 
the commercial potential of your research.  
OTT staff  members are trained to assist you 
with questions related to marketability, fund-
ing sources, commercial partners, patenting 

and other protection methods, new business 
startup considerations, UA policies and pro-
cedures, and much more.

What are the typical steps in the process?

Th e process of technology transfer is sum-
marized in the steps and diagram that follow.  
Note that these steps can vary in sequence 
and often occur simultaneously.
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10 STEPS TO TECH COMMERCIALIZATION

1RESEARCH: Observa-
tions and experiments 
during research activi-

ties often lead to discoveries 
and inventions.  An invention 
is any useful process, ma-
chine, composition of matter, 
or any new or useful improve-
ment of the same.  Often, 
multiple researchers may have 
contributed to the invention.

2PRE-DISCLOSURE:
An early contact with 
the Offi ce of Technol-

ogy Transfer (OTT) to discuss 
your invention and to provide 
guidance with respect to the 
disclosure, evaluation, and 
protection processes described 
below.

3INVENTION
DISCLOSURE FORM: 
The written notice of 

invention to the OTT begins 
the formal technology transfer 
process.  An invention disclo-
sure remains confi dential and 
should fully document your 
invention so that the options 
for commercialization can be 
evaluated and pursued.

4ASSESSMENT: The
period in which the OTT 
reviews the invention 

disclosure with your input, 
conducts patent searches 
(if applicable), and analyzes 
the market and competitive 
technologies to determine the 
invention’s commercialization 
potential.  The evaluation pro-
cess will guide our strategy on 

whether to focus on licensing 
to an existing company or cre-
ating a new business startup.

5PROTECTION: The
process in which protec-
tion for an invention is 

pursued to encourage third 
party interest in commercial-
ization.  Patent protection, 
a common legal protection 
method, begins with the fi ling 
of a patent application with 
the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Offi ce and, when appropriate, 
foreign patent offi ces.  Once 
a patent application has been 
fi led, it will require several 
years and tens of thousands 
of dollars to obtain issued U.S. 
and foreign patents.  Other 
protection options include 
copyright and trademark.

Continued on page 8.
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Continued on page 8.
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Evaluation and
decision to proceed

with patenting

Revenue

You can publish 
anytime. If UA elects not 
to pursue, it may offer 
technology to inventor

UA Invention 
Disclosure Form 

(www.uakron.edu/
research/tt.dot)

Preparation and
submission of

patent
documents

Marketing to find
a licensee

Existing
company

Is there an 
invention?

Novel, non-obvious 
and useful

Research, ideas, 
experiments, records, 
sponsored research 

agreements

You can publish 
anytime, consistent with 

sponsored 
research terms

Contact the 
Technology 

Transfer Office 
(GDYR 312)

Licensing

New Business
Startup

Technology Transfer Process

Starting/ending points
Decision points

Legend

NOTE:
Wait to publish 

until after patent 
application has 
been submitted
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6  MARKETING:  With 
your involvement, the 
OTT staff identifies can-

didate companies that have 
the expertise, resources and 
business networks to bring 
the technology to market.  
This may involve partnerships 
with an existing company or 
forming a startup.  Your active 
involvement can dramatically 
enhance this process.

7a FORM A START-
UP:  If creation 
of a new business 

startup has been chosen as 
the optimal commercialization 
path, the OTT will work to as-
sist the founders in planning, 
creating and finding funding 
for the startup.

7b EXISTING 
BUSINESS RE-
LATIONSHIP:  If 

the invention will best be com-
mercialized by one or more 

existing companies, the OTT 
will seek potential licensees 
and work to identify mutual 
interests, goals and plans to 
fully commercialize this tech-
nology.

7c WAIVE BACK 
TO INVEN-
TOR:  If the OTT 

chooses not to retain title to 
an invention after evaluating 
the technology, ownership of 
the invention may be released 
back to the inventor(s).

8 LICENSING:  A license 
agreement is a contract 
between UA and a third 

party in which UA’s rights to a 
technology are licensed (with-
out relinquishing ownership) 
for financial and other ben-
efits.  A license agreement is 
used with both a new startup 
business and an established 
company.  An option agree-
ment is sometimes used to 

enable a third party to evalu-
ate the technology and its 
market potential for a limited 
time before licensing.  

9 COMMERCIALIZA-
TION:  The licensee 
company continues the 

advancement of the technol-
ogy and makes other business 
investments to develop the 
product or service.  This step 
may entail further develop-
ment, regulatory approvals, 
sales and marketing, support, 
training and other activities.

10  REVENUE:  Rev-
enues received by 
UA from licensees 

are distributed to inventors, 
departments and colleges to 
fund additional research and 
education and encourage fur-
ther participation in the tech 
transfer process.
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How long does the tech transfer process 
take?

Th e process of protecting the technology and 
fi nding the right licensing partner may take 
months – or even years – to complete.  Th e 
amount of time will depend on the develop-
ment stage of the technology, the market 
for the technology, competing technologies, 
the amount of work needed to bring a new 
concept to market-ready status, and the 
resources and willingness of the licensees and 
the inventors.

How can I help in this process?

Contact the OTT at 330-972-7840 • 
or the appropriate OTT staff  member 
(found at www.uakron.edu/research/
tt.dot) when you believe you have a 
scientifi c or technical observation with 
potential commercial or research value.
Complete and submit the UA Invention • 
Disclosure Form (found at www.uakron.
edu/research/tt.dot) in suffi  cient time to 
fi le a patent application before publicly 
disclosing your technology or publishing 
a manuscript – preferably before submit-
ting the manuscript for publication.
On the UA Invention Disclosure Form, • 
include companies and contacts you 
believe might be interested in your intel-
lectual property or who may have already 
contacted you about your invention.  
Studies have shown that over 70 percent 
of all licenses are executed with commer-
cial entities known by the inventor, so 
your contacts can be extremely useful.
To avoid risking your patent rights and • 

possibly hindering the opportunity to 
market your invention, contact the OTT 
before holding any discussions with 
people outside the UA community.  If 
a patent application has not yet been 
fi led, we can provide you with a Non-
Disclosure Agreement for the party to 
sign before you describe your invention 
to them.
Respond to the OTT and outside patent • 
counsel requests.  While some aspects 
of the patent and licensing process will 
require signifi cant participation on your 
part, we will strive to make effi  cient use 
of your valuable time.
Keep the OTT informed of upcoming • 
publications or interactions with compa-
nies related to your intellectual property.
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counsel requests.  While some aspects 
of the patent and licensing process will 
require signifi cant participation on your 
part, we will strive to make effi  cient use 
of your valuable time.
Keep the OTT informed of upcoming • 
publications or interactions with compa-
nies related to your intellectual property.





Programs (ORSSP) and ORSSP representa-
tives work closely with OTT on intellectual 
property issues in sponsored research agree-
ments.  If you have any questions about spon-
sored research, call ORSSP at 330-972-7666 
or visit www.uakron.edu/research/orssp. 

What about consulting?

When researchers enter into consulting agree-
ments (for work to be done without use of UA 
facilities), they are deemed to be acting outside 
of the scope of their employment.  Therefore, 
consulting arrangements are not negotiated 
by UA, nor formally reviewed by the OTT or 

ORSSP.  Researchers who enter into consult-
ing agreements should familiarize themselves 
with UA policies relevant to consulting activi-
ties, including the UA Research, Copyright 
and Patent Policy and the Conduct and Ethics 
Policy (available on the OTT website at www.
uakron.edu/research/tt.dot).  The researcher 
is expected to ensure that the terms of the con-
sulting arrangements are consistent with UA 
policies, including those related to intellectual 
property ownership, employment responsibili-
ties and use of intellectual property.  The OTT 
is available to provide informal advice on how 
your consulting agreement relates to UA intel-
lectual property you have created. 
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How does UA define 
conflict of interest?

A conflict of interest can occur 
when the opportunities for 
an individual to benefit occur 
from the outcome of his or her 
research and scholarship or 
from the legitimate activities 
conducted in the course of 
his or her responsibilities as a 
member of the institution.

What is UA’s policy on em-
ployees holding financial 
interest in companies that 
commercialize University 
inventions?

Employees who create new 
technology may hold personal 
financial interests in com-
panies that are engaged in 

commercializing their inven-
tions.  Employee participa-
tion with outside companies 
in technology development 
facilitates UA’s goal of making 
its research available for use 
in the private marketplace.  
The opportunity to participate 
in commercialization activities 
is also essential to the Uni-
versity’s efforts to attract and 
retain highly qualified re-
searchers.

What should I do if I have 
a conflict of interest?

UA employees must disclose 
the proposed financial inter-
est and complete a Conflict of 
Interest Management Plan to 
perform outside activity with 
companies engaged in com-

mercializing the new discover-
ies (contact OTT to discuss 
further). The requirements 
for this plan are described in 
University Policy 3359-11-18.

How are conflicts of 
interest issues resolved 
and approved?

The approved Conflict of 
Interest Management Plan 
is forwarded to the Office of 
Research for final approval 
by the Vice President for 
Research.  In granting ap-
proval, the Vice President for 
Research may consult with the 
relevant Provost, the Office 
of General Counsel, and the 
standing committee on con-
flicts of interest.

NAVIGATING CONFLICT OF INTEREST
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What is an Invention Disclosure?

An Invention Disclosure is a description of 
your invention or development that is pro-
vided to the Offi  ce of Technology Transfer 
(OTT).  Th e Disclosure should also list all 
sponsors of the research and should include 
any other information necessary to begin 
pursuing protection and commercialization.  
It is critical that you note the date of any 
upcoming publication or other public disclo-
sure describing the invention.  To initiate the 
process, deliver, mail, email or fax the UA 
Invention Disclosure Form (found at www.
uakron.edu/research/tt.dot) to the OTT of-
fi ce.  Th is document will be treated as “UA 
Confi dential.”  You will usually be contacted 
by the OTT shortly after your submission of 
the Disclosure to discuss the invention and 
its potential commercial applications.  

Why should I submit an Invention 
Disclosure?

When you disclose your invention to the 
OTT, it starts a process that could lead to the 
technology commercialization.  Th is may in-
volve beginning the legal protection process 
and working to identify outside development 
partners.  If government funds were used 
for your research, you are required to fi le a 
prompt disclosure, which will be reported to 
the sponsoring agency.  Similar requirements 
may exist for other sponsored projects.

How do I know if my discovery is an 
invention?  Should I be submitting an 
Invention Disclosure?

You are encouraged to submit an Invention 
Disclosure Form for developments that you 
feel may solve a signifi cant problem or have 
signifi cant value.  A search of the prior pat-
ent art can be helpful in this area.  If you are 
in doubt, contact the OTT to discuss the 
potential invention.

When should I complete an Invention 
Disclosure?

You should complete an Invention Dis-
closure Form whenever you feel you have 
discovered something unique with possible 
commercial value.  Th is should be done well 
before presenting the discovery through pub-
lications, poster sessions, conferences, press-
releases or other communications.  Once 
publicly disclosed (i.e., presented in some 
form to non-UA listeners), an invention may 
have restricted or minimal potential for pat-
ent protection outside of the U.S. 

How do I submit an Invention Disclosure?

You can download an Invention Disclosure 
Form and simple instructions from www.
uakron.edu/research/tt.dot.  Disclosures are 
reviewed by the OTT.  However, the inven-
tor is encouraged to follow-up on the
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How does the OTT assess 
Invention Disclosures?

OTT personnel examine each 
Invention Disclosure to review 
the novelty of the invention, 
competing technologies, pro-
tectability and marketability of 
potential products or services, 
relationship to related intellec-
tual property, size and growth 
potential of the relevant 
market, amount of time and 
money required for further de-
velopment, pre-existing rights 
associated with the intellectual 
property and potential com-
petition from other products 
or technologies.  This assess-
ment may also include consid-
eration of whether the intellec-
tual property can be the basis 
for a new business startup.

If I believe that all intel-
lectual property should be 
licensed non-exclusively to 
all potential users for the 

public good, will UA honor 
my request?

The OTT will work with you 
to develop the appropriate 
commercialization strategy 
for your invention.  Some 
technologies lend themselves 
to non-exclusive licensing 
(licensing to multiple third 
parties), while others will only 
reach the commercial mar-
ketplace, and therefore the 
public, if they are licensed on 
an exclusive basis.  We will 
try to accommodate inven-
tors’ commercialization wishes 
consistent with the objectives 
of co-inventors and consistent 
with obligations to sponsors or 
other third parties.

Is an invention ever reas-
signed to an inventor?

If the OTT decides not to 
pursue patent protection or 
chooses not to actively market 

the invention, UA may reas-
sign (transfer ownership) to 
the inventor(s).  Reassign-
ment of inventions funded 
from U.S. government sources 
requires the government’s 
prior approval.  Among the 
key factors in UA deciding to 
reassign are whether addi-
tional UA resources or private 
resources could best improve 
marketability and whether 
all inventors agree with the 
reassignment plan.  Upon 
reassignment, the inventor(s) 
is responsible for payment 
of all further development, 
patenting and marketing ex-
penses.  UA may also require 
you to share with UA some of 
any revenue you derive from 
the commercialization of the 
invention.  If additional UA 
resources are used to further 
develop the invention, UA may 
reassert ownership interest in 
the invention.

ASSESSING INVENTION DISCLOSURES

Disclosure and case status.  If you have any 
questions, call the OTT at 330-972-7840.

Should I list visiting scientists in my Inven-
tion Disclosure?  

All contributors to the ideas leading to a 
discovery should be mentioned in your 
Disclosure, even if they are not employees.  
Appropriate legal counsel will determine the 
rights of such persons and institutions.  It is 

prudent to discuss with the OTT all working 
relationships (preferably before they begin) 
to understand the implications for any subse-
quent inventions.

What happens after I submit an Invention 
Disclosure?

Your invention will be given a technology 
record number (UA XXX), which will be 
used in all future communications.
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How does the OTT assess 
Invention Disclosures?

OTT personnel examine each 
Invention Disclosure to review 
the novelty of the invention, 
competing technologies, pro-
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potential products or services, 
relationship to related intellec-
tual property, size and growth 
potential of the relevant 
market, amount of time and 
money required for further de-
velopment, pre-existing rights 
associated with the intellectual 
property and potential com-
petition from other products 
or technologies.  This assess-
ment may also include consid-
eration of whether the intellec-
tual property can be the basis 
for a new business startup.

If I believe that all intel-
lectual property should be 
licensed non-exclusively to 
all potential users for the 

public good, will UA honor 
my request?

The OTT will work with you 
to develop the appropriate 
commercialization strategy 
for your invention.  Some 
technologies lend themselves 
to non-exclusive licensing 
(licensing to multiple third 
parties), while others will only 
reach the commercial mar-
ketplace, and therefore the 
public, if they are licensed on 
an exclusive basis.  We will 
try to accommodate inven-
tors’ commercialization wishes 
consistent with the objectives 
of co-inventors and consistent 
with obligations to sponsors or 
other third parties.

Is an invention ever reas-
signed to an inventor?

If the OTT decides not to 
pursue patent protection or 
chooses not to actively market 

the invention, UA may reas-
sign (transfer ownership) to 
the inventor(s).  Reassign-
ment of inventions funded 
from U.S. government sources 
requires the government’s 
prior approval.  Among the 
key factors in UA deciding to 
reassign are whether addi-
tional UA resources or private 
resources could best improve 
marketability and whether 
all inventors agree with the 
reassignment plan.  Upon 
reassignment, the inventor(s) 
is responsible for payment 
of all further development, 
patenting and marketing ex-
penses.  UA may also require 
you to share with UA some of 
any revenue you derive from 
the commercialization of the 
invention.  If additional UA 
resources are used to further 
develop the invention, UA may 
reassert ownership interest in 
the invention.

ASSESSING INVENTION DISCLOSURES

Disclosure and case status.  If you have any 
questions, call the OTT at 330-972-7840.

Should I list visiting scientists in my Inven-
tion Disclosure?  

All contributors to the ideas leading to a 
discovery should be mentioned in your 
Disclosure, even if they are not employees.  
Appropriate legal counsel will determine the 
rights of such persons and institutions.  It is 

prudent to discuss with the OTT all working 
relationships (preferably before they begin) 
to understand the implications for any subse-
quent inventions.

What happens after I submit an Invention 
Disclosure?

Your invention will be given a technology 
record number (UA XXX), which will be 
used in all future communications.



What is intellectual property?

Intellectual property, or “IP”, relates to in-
ventions and materials that may be protected 
under patent, trademark or copyright laws.

What is a patent?

A patent is a legal right that allows the 
holder to exclude others from making, using, 
selling, off ering to sell and importing any 
patented invention.  Note, however, that a 
patent does not provide the holder any af-
fi rmative right to practice a technology, since 
it may fall under a broader patent owned by 
others; your patent only provides the right 
to exclude others from practicing it.  Patent 
claims are the legal defi nition of an inventor’s 
protectable invention.

What type of subject matter can be 
patented?

Patentable subject matter includes processes, 
machines, compositions of matter, articles, 
some computer programs, and methods 
(including methods of making compositions, 
methods of making articles and even meth-
ods of performing business).

Can someone patent a naturally occurring 
substance?  

Not in its natural state.  However, a natural 
substance that has never before been iso-

lated or known may be patentable in some 
instances, but only in its isolated form (since 
the isolated form had never been known 
before).  A variation of a naturally occurring 
substance may be patentable if an inventor is 
able to demonstrate substantial non-obvious 
modifi cations that off er signifi cant advan-
tages in using the variant.

What is the United States Patent and 
Trademark Offi  ce (USPTO)?

Th e USPTO is the federal agency, organized 
under the Department of Commerce, that 
administers patents on behalf of the govern-
ment.  Th e USPTO employs patent examin-
ers skilled in all technical fi elds in order to 
appraise patent applications.  Th e USPTO 
also issues federal trademark registrations.
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Is there such a thing as a provisional 
patent?

No.  However, there is a provisional patent 
application, which is described below.

What is the difference between a 
provisional patent application and a 
regular (or “utility”) patent application?

In some circumstances, U.S. provisional pat-
ent applications provide a tool for preserving 
patent rights, while providing extra time to 
prepare a regular application.  The provi-
sional application is not examined during 
the year in which it is pending and claims 
are not required.  A regular U.S. application 
and related foreign applications must be filed 
within one year of the provisional filing in 
order to receive the benefit of the provisional 
application’s early filing date.  An applicant 
only receives the benefit of the earlier filing 
date for material that is adequately described 
in the provisional application, so we may still 
need you to work with a patent attorney.

What’s different about foreign patent 
protection?

Foreign patent protection is subject to the 
laws of each individual country, although in 
a general sense, the process works much the 
same as it does in the U.S.  In most foreign 
countries, however, an inventor will lose any 
patent rights if he or she publicly discloses 
the invention prior to filing of the first (or 
“priority”) application in one country.  In 
contrast, the U.S. has a one-year grace period 
after publication in which a patent may be 
filed.

Is there such a thing as an international 
patent?

Although an international patent does not 
exist, an international agreement, known as 
the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), pro-
vides a streamlined filing procedure for most 
industrialized nations.  For U.S. applicants, 
a PCT application is generally filed one year 
after the corresponding U.S. application (ei-
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ther provisional or regular) has been submit-
ted.  The PCT application must later be filed 
in the national patent office of any country 
in which the applicant wishes to seek patent 
protection, generally within 30 months of 
the earliest claimed filing date.

What is gained by filing an application 
under the PCT?

The PCT application provides two advan-
tages.  First, it delays the need to file costly 
foreign applications until the 30-month date, 
often after an applicant has the opportunity 
to further develop, evaluate and market the 
invention for licensing.  Second, the interna-

tional preliminary examination often allows 
an applicant to simplify the patent prosecu-
tion process by having a single examiner 
speak to the patentability of the claims, 
which can save significant costs in prosecut-
ing foreign patent applications.  Another 
important, but less commonly used, inter-
national treaty called the Paris Convention 
permits a patent application filed in a second 
country (or a PCT application) to claim 
the benefit of the filing date of an applica-
tion filed in a first country, provided that a 
so-called “convention application” is filed in 
foreign countries (or as a PCT) within one 
year of the first filing date of the U.S. appli-
cation.
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Who owns what I create?

Ownership depends upon the 
employment status of the 
creators of the invention and 
their use of UA facilities.  Con-
siderations include:

What is the source of the •	
funds or resources used to 
produce the invention?
What was the employment •	
status of the creators at 
the time the intellectual 
property was made?
What are the terms of any •	
agreement related to the 
creation of the intellectual 
property?

As a general rule, UA owns 
inventions made by its em-
ployees while working under 
a grant or contract to UA or 
using UA resources.  When in 
doubt, it is best to contact the 

Office	of	Technology	Transfer	
(OTT)	for	advice.		

Where can I find UA’s 
policy on ownership of 
inventions?

The	policy	is	defined	by	
University Rule 3359-02-05 
University Research, Copyright 
and Patent Policy, which can 
be	found	on	the	OTT	website	
at www.uakron.edu/research/
tt.dot.		These	policies	are	gov-
erned by Ohio Revised Code § 
3345.14.

Who owns rights to dis-
coveries made while I am 
consulting?

Consulting contracts are 
separate from UA employ-
ment, and should be treated 
as such.  It is important to 

clearly	define	the	scope	of	
the consulting work to avoid 
potential	conflicts	with	UA	
research.  Inventions made by 
UA	employees,	within	the	field	
of their professional exper-
tise, or using UA facilities, are 
owned by UA.

Can a student contribute 
to an invention?

Yes, a student can even be 
the sole contributor or inven-
tor, although inclusion as 
a coinventor with a faculty 
contributor or inventor is more 
common.  Ownership of rights 
depends on whether the 
invention was created by a 
student in his or her capacity 
as a UA employee, using UA 
resources, or under a contract 
or grant to UA.



What is the timeline of the patenting 
process and resulting protection?

Currently, the average U.S. utility patent 
application is pending for about three years, 
though inventors in the biotech and com-
puter fields should plan a longer waiting 
period.  Once a patent is issued, it is enforce-
able for 20 years from the initial filing of the 
patent application, assuming that USPTO-
mandated maintenance fees are paid.

Why does UA protect some intellectual 
property through patenting?

Potential commercialization partners (licens-
ees) often require patent protection to pro-
tect the sizable investment required to bring 
the technology to market.  Due to their 
expense, patent applications are not possible 
for all UA intellectual property.  We con-
sider the commercial potential for an inven-
tion before investing in the patent process.  
However, because the need for commencing 
a patent filing usually precedes finding a li-
censee, we look for creative and cost-effective 
ways to seek early protection for as many 
promising inventions as possible.

Who decides what gets protected?

The OTT and the inventor(s) together 
discuss relevant factors in deciding whether 
to file a patent application.  Ultimately, the 
Office of Technology Transfer makes the final 
decision as to whether to file.

What does it cost to obtain a patent?

Drafting and filing a regular U.S. patent 
application may cost $5,000 to $10,000.  
Obtaining an issued patent may require an 
additional $10,000 to $20,000 for patent 
prosecution.  Filing and obtaining issued 
patents in other countries may cost as much 
or more than the U.S. per country.  Once 
a patent is issued in the U.S. or in foreign 
countries, maintenance fees are required to 
keep the patent alive.

What if I created the invention with some-
one from another institution or company?

Generally, the invention will be jointly 
owned between UA and the other institution 
or company. Inventions of employees are 
usually owned by their employers, as a result 
of employee agreements.  The OTT will 
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typically work with the other institution 
to draw up an “inter-institutional” agree-
ment that provides for one of the institu-
tions to take the lead in protecting and li-
censing the invention, sharing of expenses 
associated with the patenting process and 
allocating any licensing revenues.

Will UA initiate or continue patenting 
activity without an identified licensee?

Often UA accepts the risk of filing a pat-
ent application before a licensee has been 
identified.  After UA’s rights have been li-
censed to a licensee, the licensee generally 
assumes the patenting expenses.  At times, 
we must decline further patent prosecu-
tion after a reasonable period (often five 
years) of attempting to identify a licensee.
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OTHER FORMS OF IP

What is a copyright and how is it useful?

Copyright is a form of protection provided to 
the authors of “original works of authorship” 
including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic and 
other intellectual works, as well as computer 
software.  Protection is available to published 
and unpublished works that are fixed in a 
tangible form, such as a book, software code 
or video.  The U.S. Copyright Act automati-
cally gives the creator of a work the exclusive 
right to conduct and authorize various acts, 
including reproduction, public performance and 
making derivative works.  In some instances, 
UA registers copyrights, but generally not until 
a commercial product is ready for manufacture.

What is a trademark or service mark and 
how is it useful?

A trademark includes any word, name, symbol 
or combination thereof, that is used in com-
merce to identify and distinguish the goods of 
one manufacturer or seller from those of oth-
ers and to indicate the source of the goods.  In 
short, a trademark is a brand name.  A service 
mark is any word, name or symbol that is used 
in commerce to identify and distinguish the 
services of one provider from those of others 
and to indicate the source of the services.

What is trademark registration?

Trademark registration is a procedure in which 
the USPTO provides a determination of rights 
based upon legitimate use of the mark.  How-
ever, it is not necessary to register a trademark 
or service mark to prevent others from infring-
ing upon the trademark.  Trademarks generally 
become protected as soon as they are adopted 
by an organization and used in commerce.  
With a federal trademark registration, the reg-
istrant is presumed to be entitled to use the ® 
trademark throughout the U.S. for the goods or 
services for which the trademark is registered.
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What activities occur during 
commercialization?

Most licensees continue to develop an in-
vention to enhance the technology, reduce 
risk, prove reliability and satisfy the market 
requirements for adoption by customers.  
This can involve additional testing; proto-
typing for manufacturability, durability and 
integrity; and further development to im-
prove performance and other characteristics.  
Documentation for training, installation and 
marketing is often created during this phase.  
Benchmarking tests are often required to 
demonstrate the product’s advantages and to 
position the product in the market.

What is my role during commercialization?

Your role can vary depending on your inter-
est and involvement, the interest of the 

licensee in utilizing your services for vari-
ous assignments and any sponsored research 
related to the license or any personal agree-
ments.

What revenues are generated for UA if 
commercialization is successful?

Most licenses have licensing fees that can 
be very modest (for startups or situations in 
which the value of the license is deemed to 
warrant a modest license fee) or can reach 
millions of dollars in rare instances.  Roy-
alties on the eventual sales of the licensed 
products can generate similar or greater 
revenues, although this can take years to oc-
cur.  Most licenses do not yield substantial 
revenues.  A recent study of licenses at U.S. 
universities demonstrated that only 1 percent 
of all licenses yield over $1 million.  How-
ever, the rewards of an invention reaching 
the market are often more significant than 
the financial considerations alone.

What will happen to my invention if the 
startup company or licensee is unsuccessful?  
Can the invention be licensed to another 
entity?

Licenses typically include performance mile-
stones that, if unmet, can result in termina-
tion.  This allows for subsequent licensing 
to another business.  However, time delays 
and other considerations can hinder this re-
licensing. 
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and other considerations can hinder this re-
licensing. 
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Commercialization
Technology

What is a startup and why choose to create 
one?

A startup is a new business entity formed to 
commercialize one or more related intellec-
tual properties.  Forming a startup business 
is an alternative to licensing the intellectual 
property to an established business.  A few 
key factors when considering a startup com-
pany are:

Development risk – often large compa-• 
nies in established industries are unwill-
ing to take the risk for unproven technol-
ogy
Development costs versus investment • 
return – can the investors in the startup 
obtain their needed rates of return?
Potential for multiple products or ser-• 
vices from the same technology – few 
companies survive on one product alone
Suffi  ciently large competitive advantage • 
and target market
Potential revenues suffi  cient to sustain • 
and grow a company

Th e Offi  ce of Technology Transfer (OTT) 
and University of Akron Research Founda-
tion (UARF) can help evaluate these and 
other factors.

Who decides whether to form a startup?

Th e choice to establish a new company 
for commercializing intellectual property 
is made by the inventors in consultation 
with the OTT and UARF.  Th e inventor in 
concert with the OTT decides if a startup is 
appropriate.  UARF will assist by assessing 
other resources for advice on founding the 
startup. 
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What is the University of Akron 
Research Foundation (UARF)?

UARF bridges gaps between UA and in-
dustry, facilitating the transfer of technol-
ogy to private companies. As a separate 
corporation, UARF can engage in activi-
ties that state universities cannot, such 
as indemnifying research sponsors or 
holding equity in companies that license 
UA intellectual property. 

UARF and its staff also assess intellectual 
property for commercial potential, de-
velop business plans and structures, and 
create startup companies for UA faculty, 
staff and students, as well as Ohio en-
trepreneurs. Considerable synergy exists 
between OTT and UARF activities.



What is a license?

A license is permission granted by the owner 
of intellectual property that allows another 
party to act under all or some of the owner’s 
rights, usually under a written license agree-
ment.

What is a license agreement?

License agreements are typically in writing 
and describe the rights and responsibilities 
related to the use and exploitation of intel-
lectual property.  UA license agreements usu-
ally stipulate that the licensee must diligently 
seek to bring the UA intellectual property 
into commercial use for the public good.  
Th e agreement also seeks to provide a reason-
able return to UA.

How is a business chosen to be a licensee?

A licensee is chosen based on its ability to 
commercialize the technology for the benefi t 
of the general public.  Sometimes an estab-
lished business with experience in similar 
technologies and markets is the best choice.  
In other cases, the focus and intensity of a 
startup company is a better option.  Typi-
cally, UA does not have multiple potential 
licensees bidding on an invention.

What can I expect to gain if my intellectual 
property is licensed?

Per UA policy, a share of any fi nancial return 
from a license is provided to the inventor(s).  
For more information, see www.uakron.edu/
dotAsset/125251.pdf.  In addition, inven-
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tors enjoy the satisfaction of knowing their 
inventions are being deployed for the benefi t 
of the general public.  New and enhanced 
relationships with businesses are another 
outcome that can augment one’s teaching, 
research and consulting.

What is the relationship between an 
inventor and a licensee? How much of my 
time will it require?

Most licensees need some active assistance by 
the inventor to facilitate their commercializa-
tion eff orts.  Th is can range from infrequent, 
informal contacts to a more formal consult-
ing relationship.  Working with a new busi-
ness startup can require substantially more 
time, depending on your role in or with the 
company and your continuing role within 
UA.  Your participation with a startup is gov-
erned by UA confl ict of interest policies.

What other types of agreements and 
considerations apply to tech transfer?

Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) are 
often used to protect the confi dentiality of 
an invention during evaluation by potential 
licensees.  NDAs also protect proprietary 
information of third parties that UA re-
searchers need to review in order to conduct 
research or evaluate research opportunities.
Th e Offi  ce of Technology Transfer (OTT) 
enters into NDAs for UA proprietary in-
formation shared with someone outside of 
UA, and manages NDAs related to research 
contracts and potential research relationships 
along with the Offi  ce of Research Services & 
Sponsored Programs (ORSSP).

Inter-Institutional Agreements describe the 
terms under which two or more institutions 
(e.g., two universities) will collaborate to 
assess, protect, market, license and share in 
the revenues received from licensing jointly 
owned intellectual property.

Option Agreements, or Option Clauses 
within research agreements, describe the 
conditions under which UA preserves the 
opportunity for a third party to negotiate 
a license for intellectual property.  Option 
clauses are often provided in a Sponsored 
Research Agreement to corporate research 
sponsors at UA.  Option agreements also are 
entered into with potential licensees wishing 
to evaluate the technology prior to entering 
into a full license agreement.

Research Agreements describe the terms un-
der which sponsors provide research support 
to UA.  Th ese are negotiated by the ORSSP 
and OTT. 
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How does the Offi  ce of Technology Transfer 
(OTT) market my inventions?

Th e OTT uses many sources and strategies 
to identify potential licensees and market 
inventions.  Sometimes existing relation-
ships of the inventors, the OTT and other 
researchers are useful in marketing an inven-
tion.  Market research can also assist in iden-
tifying prospective licensees.  In addition, the 
OTT examines other complementary tech-
nologies and agreements to assist our eff orts.  
Faculty publications and presentations are 
often excellent marketing tools.

How are licensees found?

Studies have shown that 70 percent of licens-
ees were known to the inventors.  Th us, re-
search and consulting relationships are often 
a valuable source for licensees.  Licensees are 
also identifi ed through existing relationships 
of the OTT staff .  Th e OTT attempts to 
broaden these relationships through contacts 
obtained from personal networking and from 
website inquiries, market research, industry 
events and the cultivation of existing licens-
ing relationships.

How long does it take to fi nd a potential 
licensee?

It can take months and sometimes years to 
locate a potential licensee, depending on 
the attractiveness of the invention and the 

size and stage of development of the mar-
ket.  Most UA inventions tend to be in the 
early stage in the development cycle and 
thus require substantial commercialization 
investment, making it challenging to attract 
a licensee.

How can I assist in marketing my 
invention?

An inventor’s active involvement can dramat-
ically improve the chances of matching an 
invention to an outside company.  Research 
and consulting relationships are often helpful 
in both identifying potential licensees and 
technology champions within companies.  
Once interested companies are identifi ed, 
the inventor is the best person to describe 
the details of the invention and its technical 
advantages.  Th e most successful technology 
transfer results are obtained when the inven-
tor and the OTT work together as a team to 
market and promote use of the technology.

Can there be more than one licensee?

Yes, an invention can be licensed to multiple 
licensees, either non-exclusively to several 
companies or exclusively to several com-
panies, each only for a unique fi eld-of-use 
(known as an application) or geography. 
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Every year, the Offi ce of Technology Transfer (OTT), working with UA inventors and licensees:

Receives close to 70 Invention Disclosures•
Files for approximately 40 new U.S. patents•
Negotiates numerous license agreements and assists in forming startups•

The revenues received are shared with inventors and among UA departments, colleges, and the 
Offi ce of Research.  Revenues going to UA entities are reinvested in additional research and edu-
cation, fostering the creation of the next generation of research, researchers and entrepreneurs.

New technology transferred to industry enhances industrial competitiveness, brings new products 
and therapies to the public, and further creates economic development and new jobs.

In addition, the creation and deepening of company relationships through these activities support 
UA’s mission of being a leading urban academic and research institution.  They result in addi-
tional research projects, broader educations opportunities and collaborative investments, and an 
enhanced ability to create, retain and share valuable resources.

REINVESTMENTS & RELATIONSHIPS

How are license revenues distributed?

Th e Offi  ce of Technology Transfer (OTT) 
and University of Akron Research Founda-
tion (UARF) are responsible for managing 
the expenses and revenues associated with 
technology agreements.  Per the UA Patent 
Policy, revenues from license fees, royalties 
and equity – minus any un-reimbursed pat-
enting expenses – are distributed:

40 percent to the inventors named on • 
the patent
40 percent to UARF, which is used to • 
pay legal fees, marketing expenses and 
administrative costs, as well as to support 

UA research programs
10 percent to a research account for the • 
inventors, which UARF administers
5 percent to a research account for the • 
inventors’ primary college
5 percent to a research account for the • 
inventors’ primary department

How are inventor revenues distributed if 
there are multiple inventors or multiple 
inventions in a license?  

Th e “inventors’ share” of royalties is divided 
equally among all inventors unless other 
prior distribution is agreed upon. 

Revenuedistribution
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